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Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are 
embedded with vital information about proteins’ 

functions. Analysis of PPI networks associated with 
specific disease systems including cancer helps us 
in the understanding of the complex biology of the 
diseases. Specifically, identification of the similar and 
distinct subgraphs across PPI networks will provide 
useful clues on functional modules involved in the 
diseases. In this study, we compared PPI networks 
associated with 9 cancer diseases to identify their 
common and distinct functional modules. We used 
gene lists from Oncomine database and mapped them 
against known interacting proteins to build cancer-
specific PPI networks. Subgraphs are abstracted to 

patterns based on their graph topology and nodes’ 
properties. From these networks we discovered 
frequent patterns that occur in all networks and at 
each sub-graph size level. These patterns represent 
the common functional modules of cancer diseases. 
The distinct patterns are those appearing only in 
a specific network and they represent functional 
modules that are characteristic of a given cancer 
type. We believe that this work would allow us to 
identify functionally-relevant subgraphs in cancer 
networks which can be advanced to experimental 
validation to further our understanding of the 
complex biology of cancer.
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